Sport sTop Aggression In School WorlD

PRACTICAL GUIDELINE
Organization of STAID training events

for children
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THE PROJECT

Project “Sport sTop Aggression In School WorlD (STAID) is funded by ERASMUS+ Programme of
the European Union.
With STAID the five partners (LEVSKI-Sport for all, Olympiacos S.F.P., Wienner Sport Club, SS
Lazio Karate and Panseraikos) with the support of the European Multisport Club Association
define the aim to promote regular sport activities as a tool to combat the aggressive behaviour
of adolescents in a school environment.
Engaging in grassroots sports activities we will encourage to build social skills, combat violence
and control negative emotions, and improve the overall health of participants, to attend interest
of adolescent different kind of sports with the good example of successful athletes.
The participation of sports managers and sports professionals (managers, trainers, coaches, sport

teachers) in the project, as well as their active participation in transnational meetings, will
enhance the personal level of qualification to achieve positive results in dealing with these
specific problems of society, which are related to the formation and design of aggression, physical
or verbal from adolescents drawing on the experience of partners, representatives of some of the

largest sports organizations in Europe.

We can resolve some problems like:
Inadequate social skills;
Seeking attention;
Medical conditions;
Irritation and anxiety
, could be resolved by the active sports inclusion
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THE PROJECT

Social inclusion
- defend them
from social
isolation and
psychological in
satisfaction

The STAID contribution:
Create friendships;
Be healthy;

Don’t be isolate;
Find new sport practice opportunity;
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Collaboration
exchange
experience and
create
sustainable
network on local
and international
level

Target group:

Improving
competencies
and skills in
coaches and
voluntary
promoters

Children

Combat stress;

Use personal energy in positive way.

Health
improvement:
- intervene and
increase health
and wellbeing of
the students;
Combat stress

Attract
students for
regular
physical
activity;

THE AGGRESSION AT SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT

Aggressive episodes in School Age Children might be normal or
they signal an underlying problem.
Some of the causes of aggression in elementary school could be
defined as the schoolyard brawls that get young kids in trouble.
Typically these incidents are isolated and rectified with
appropriate discipline. However, when aggressive behaviour
becomes constant, it is important to examine the potential cause
of the behaviour. Some underlying causes of aggressive behaviour
in elementary school include:

Irritation and anxiety - anxiety can leave children on edge and
easily angered and irritated. Children who are experiencing
stressful situations at home, such as parents going through a
divorce, may act more aggressively than others.
In the previous decades, aggressive behaviours at European and schools
all over the world have become an important concern for teachers, parents
and the society in general, due to the negative consequences these behaviours
exert on the teaching-learning process, the psychological adjustment of
aggressors and victims, as well as on the quality of social interactions in the
educational settings (Estévez, Musitu & Herrero, 2005; Hunter, Mora-Merchán &
Ortega, 2004; Smith & Brain, 2000; Torregrosa et al., 2012).

Inadequate social skills - children may lack important social skills
that are crucial to resolving differences without aggression.
Seeking attention - children who act aggressively get noticed.
Although this attention is negative, it's attention nonetheless.
Medical conditions - at times underlying medical conditions can
contribute to aggressive behaviour. Psychological disorders, like
bipolar disorder, for example, can cause excessive aggression and
may not be readily diagnosed in young children.
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Seeking
attention

Inadequate
social skills

Irritation
and
anxiety

THE PARTNERS – MAP
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THE PARTNERS – LEVSKI – SPORT FOR ALL
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LEVSKI-Sport for all“ is named after Vasil Levski, the national hero of Bulgaria.
The network Levski Sofia is founded in 1914, and has been for a century leader in
the sport movement in Bulgaria, with 35 sport sections and being the Bulgarian
association with most results at European level.

Levski Sofia is the only Bulgarian club to have won the European Champions’ Cup
in three different team sports – basketball, volleyball and athletics. To date, the
club has reached 25 European club Finals (won eight titles) – one EuroLeague,
one CEV Champions League, two European Champion Clubs Cup (athletics) titles,
two EuroCup titles, and two Balkan League titles; and played in (17 finals) – four
CEV Champions League Finals, two European Champion Clubs Cup (athletics)
Finals, six CEV Cup Winners’ Cup Finals, one EuroCup Final, two Balkan League
Finals, and two Balkans Cup Finals.
The athletes of Levski have won almost 1,000 medals in their history: they have
won 370 World Championship medals (107 golden), 474 European Championship
medals (159 golden) and 83 Olympic medals (15 golden).
In 1994 „Levski - Sport for аll“ was established as a sports section in the
Multisport club “Levski – Sofia”, subsequently registered as an independent
sports association. In present LEVSKI – Sport for all is a network including more
than 40 mono sport clubs and multisport – grassroots sport (from Sofia and
other main towns in Bulgaria) and specialized school for sport talents, with 500
students (12-18 y.o.) and 80 teachers.

Main objective of the association is to promote, support and develop sports and
mono sport clubs with name "Levski" and the organization of grassroots sporting
events.

„Levski - Sport for аll“ is a member of the European multisport club association,
and in close collaboration with the Bulgarian school sport association, the
Bulgarian sport for all association and the National Police Sport Association.
Close collaboration with the Bulgarian Police Sport association, public
administration on national and local level, the main cities in Bulgaria.

THE PARTNERS – OLYMPIACOS

OLYMPIACOS S.F.P. was founded on March 10, 1925. The Club’s aim, as
stated in the statutes, is the systematic cultivation and development of its
athletes’ possibilities for participation in athletic competitions, the
spreading of the athletic ideal and the promotion of sportsmanship and
fanship among the youth according to egalitarian principles and stressing a
healthy, ethical and social basis for this.
It is one of the largest multi-sports clubs in Greece and one of the biggest
worldwide. Olympiacos S.F.P.is successfully active in football, basketball,
volleyball, water polo, handball, track and field, swimming, sailing,
rowing, canoeing and kayaking, ping pong, fencing, boxing, tae kwon do,
kick boxing, capoeira with the divisions of beach volley and tennis to be
added in the coming months. It is the only club in Greece and one of the
few in Europe that has established itself with numerous successes and can
proudly state to have won 304 championships, 115 Cups, 17 Super Cups, 7
League Cups in total in domestic competitions and at the same time 5
European Championships, 1 International Cup, 1 Balkans Cup, 2 European
Super Cups, 1 European Cup, 1 Top Teams Cup, 1 Cela Cup and 1 Len Trophy.
Moreover, the network of Olympiacos Football Schools is the oldest one
and it has been running for fifteen years with 44 schools in Greece, 5 of
which are located in Cyprus and 2 in United States, educating more than
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7.000 children, 600 athletes in their Amateur Divisions and over 1.500
children in the Academies of these divisions.

Moreover, almost half the Greek Olympic delegation that participated in Rio
2016 Olympic Games was comprised of Olympiacos red-and-white athletes
and coaches. In total 25 individuals from 4 different disciplines – swimming,
rowing, water polo and fencing_ strived for the best in the biggest world
athletic celebration.

THE PARTNERS – WIENER SPORT CLUB

The Wiener Sport Club was found on the 24th of February in 1883 as the
‘Wiener Cyclistenclub’. In the beginning, the club has been just a cyclist
club, after some years also fencing is introduced to the club. 1890 also
gymnastics were introduced to the club and it became finally a multisport
club. The legendary Sport-Club Platz (the stadium of the football section) is
the oldest football field in Austria, which is used since 1904 without any
interruptions. Thanks to that, the WSC is one of the oldest clubs in Austria
with a lot of tradition and with 8 different sections (football, fencing,
water polo, swimming, cycling, squash, athletics and ice hockey).
The club is very active in the topic of promotion of sport ethics and
integrity. And celebrating every year a football cup for fan clubs, with the
name “UTE BOCK CUP”. All the funds are delivered to homeless and
refugees. In addition, many actions against racism and homophobia take
part in the club!
We are a club with approx. 350 members.
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THE PARTNERS – LAZIO KARATE

SS Lazio Karate was founded by Maestro Marco Locuratolo (black belt 6th
DAN), a veteran of the sport with more than thirty years’ experience of
both teaching and active competitive participation. The Association and
Karate school wears its colours with extreme pride, setting itself the goal of
making the clubs white heavenly colors fly as high as possible even in this
field.
It follows the philosophy of karate, rising above the simple sports aspect in
that karate is a lifestyle. With sacrifice and willpower, any goal can be
achieved. And it is on the basis of firm principles that the association and
school rises. The style practiced at the club is that of Karate Shotokan
(Traditional), which draws directly from Japanese thought and vision.
Over the years many athletes have had the opportunity to participate in
numerous international competitions achieving good results, both in
kumite and in kata.
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THE PARTNERS – LEVSKI – SPORT FOR ALL

Musician Gymnastic Club of Panserraikos was founded on May 31,1964, by
the merger of two Serres football clubs, Apollo Serres and Hercules Serres.
The MGC Panserraikos historical team, based in Serres, since 1964, has
developed great dynamism, in dozens of sports, in its 55 years of operation
throughout the Greek territory.
Panserraikos club currently counts 13+1 active teams in men and women
(football, basketball, swimming, synchronized swimming, water polo,
technical swimming, handball, ice hockey, cycling, triathlon, track and
field, alpine skiing) and has a total more than 600 registered athletes
competing in national and local championships, while 700 young athletes
are practicing and training in our academies. A special honor for the club is
the Wheelchair Basketball Team, which participates in the A2 Championship
of the Greek Wheelchair Basketball Federation.
The flagship of the club, is the football team, which has measured
significant successes in the past at the first division of Greek football. Also
Panserraikos FC has won 6 national championships in second and third
division. The swimming section also has its own success stories, where our
team competes with the top clubs in the country, with firsts, major records
and participation of our athletes in European and world championships.
The synchronized swimming team, measures 6 Hellenic championships,
while the men's water polo, handball and basketball teams have won
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several leagues and rises in the lower National Championships of our
country.

Some important social inclusion events organized annually by Panserraikos:
The football academy with UNESCO and other clubs from north Greece
organized ''Academy tournament against poverty and hunger'' during
international day of sport, duration 6 years
Swimming regional tournament for 36 years, within participated clubs from
Thrace and Greek Macedonia, with title '' MGC Panserraikos Swimming
tournament - Oikonomia'‘. The runner-up department organised ''Sirris
Challenge 23 klm'' , duration 6 years.

THE MAIN STAKEHOLDER
EUROPEAN MULTISPORT CLUB ASSOCIATION

In the European sport system a significant role is played by multisport clubs
(i.e. clubs that promote several sport disciplines, both professional and
grass-roots, within the same organization and denomination) who –
through their multiple involvement on a large variety of sports - understand
better than anyone else the different dimensions, impacts, needs.
“LEVSKI – Sport for all”, “Olympiacos”, “Wiener Sport Club”, “Lazio”and
“Panserraikos” are part of the European Multisport Club Association,
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comprising of 27 multisport club, deading their energy to professional and
grass-root sports.
These clubs all together form a significant sector of the sport European
sport system having attained more than 350 Golden Olympic Medals; 4000
National titles; 2000 International Titles and counting on hundreds of
thousands of athletes, coaches and managers and involving millions of fans
across Europe.

TYPE OF STAID SPORT EVENTS

Sport Demonstration

(mono or multisport)

Competition / Challenge
(mono or multisport)

Meeting / Conversation with famous athlete (s)
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STAID SPORT DEMONSTRATION

STAID Sport demonstration –promotion of type of sport, with demonstrating trainers and athletes
•

The choice of the type / types of sports demonstration depends on the
development of sports in each club member of project consortium.

•

We suggest that these be popular individual sports - especially
important for educational purposes for the eastern martial arts / marshal
art / - karate, taekwondo, aikido or fencing (in WSC)

•

Useful for this activity are the popular team sports - football, basketball,
volleyball and others.

•

After the demonstrations to provide an opportunity for practical testing
of the sport by the children - with the active role of the instructors demonstrators.
Tips:
You can invite the children to
assist completion match of
your team and discuss with
them the topic for aggression”
before / after it.
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STAID COMPETITION / TOURNAMENT

STAID competition / tournament – non formal competition / tournament in which the children practice some of their
favorite sports. ALL ARE WINNER TO THE END!
•

In this type of event - we propose to
- football, volleyball, basketball, swimming and etc..

•

The principle is to organize friendly
in
the sport with mass participation of club athletes and students necessarily mixed teams - girls and boys (gender equality).

Take
pictures /
videos !!!
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STAID GOOD EXAMPLE
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STAID Good example – meeting with famous athlete / trainer
•

An important factor is the right choice of a famous person in sports - the
level of popularity.

•

We suggest that this meeting take place at school - a physical education
class, a school holiday or a sports afternoon.

•

The scenario for the meeting should include - a short CV of the athlete,
a multimedia presentation, a story about the path by the athlete himself
with an emphasis on the educational role of the sport - without
aggression!!!

Tips:
The
Celebrity
to
give
autographs and small gifts

Take
pictures /
videos !!!

STAID CIRCLE OF TOLERANCE

•

The "Circle of Tolerance" is mandatory ritual at the beginning and at the end of the event

•

How to build it? - All participants – trainers and students holding hands to form this circle, as a symbol of
the fight against the MANIFESTATIONS of aggression at school - with a shout: "NO TO AGGRESSION IN
SCHOOL AND SPORTS" !!! (at your language)

•

Arrange the participants: boy-girl etc. ...

•

At the begining ask the children in the circle to present him(her)self with name starting from you (trainer)
child at your left next …until arrive to you

•

At the end ask the children in the circle to ask „excuse“ if offended or injured someone during the game

Our advice: invite
attenders (teachers,
parents, etc.) to join
the circle
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Take
pictures /
videos !!!

STAID EQUALITY
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STAID equality - the right of the all children to have a similar opportunity to participate at training events and receive the
same treatment.

STAID encourages the inclusion of:
•

mixed teams / groups and demonstrators (girls and boys) - gender
equality;

•

children from different social and ethnic groups - social and ethnic
equality;

•

children of different religions - religious equality;

•

Children in different physical and health conditions - physical and health
equality;

•

children of different ages and adults (parents, teachers, athletes and
coaches) in trainings, competitions and discussions - age equality.

Be Tolerant!
Respect!

WHAT IS AGGRESSION?
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Aggression is an action or threat of action that is intended to harm another person(s) (child or adult), either physically or
psychologically.

Discuss with children
“aggression” topic!
Children's aggression forms:
• Angry tantrums;
• hitting, kicking, or biting;
• hot-headed outbursts that
destroy property;
• cool-headed bullying;
• verbal attacks;
• attempts to control others
through threats or violence
• etc.

Causes of children’s aggression:
• Mood disorders - Children who are bipolar often become aggressive. They lose self-control, may
become impulsive or irritable.
• Psychosis - Psychotic illnesses can also manifest with aggression. For example, children with
schizophrenia often respond to internal stimuli that can become aggressive.
• Frustration - Children who have problems with cognition (what is now called intellectual disability)
or communication (including autism) may also show aggression because they have difficulty coping
with their anxiety or frustration and cannot verbalize their feelings. like the others.
• Impulsiveness - In children with ADHD, the most common of these, impulsivity and poor decision
making can lead to behavior that is interpreted as aggressive.
• Behavioral disorder - In children with a behavioral disorder, aggression is part of the disease
matrix, a large component of what it is.
• Injury - And sometimes there are organic causes for aggressive outbursts when the child has
damage to the frontal lobe or certain types of epilepsy.
• Trauma (family and school) - Finally, there are times when aggression in children or teenagers is
provoked by stressors in their situation and is not a major emotional illness.
• Etc.
Child Mind Institute | Transforming Children's Lives.

HOW TO ORGANIZE
THE STAID TRAINING EVENT?

STAID organizational plan – the list of tasks for STAID training events with timing
For the effective implantation of STAID events need to draw organizational plan including the tasks and responsible staff member.

STAID project - Timetable
Country
Task

Staff

Task Stage

1. List of stakeholders

In process

2. List of coaches and volunteers

Ready

3. Timetable
4. Contracts
5. Medical service
6. Communication
7. Logistics & etc.
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HOW TO ORGANIZE
THE STAID TRAINING EVENT?
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STAID communicational plan – including tools and tasks for project communication and dissemination

For the effective communication and dissemination
of the STAID training activities is nacessary to use
various tools as:

Social media
channel

•

STAID logo;

•

ERASMUS+ emblem;

•

Press releases;

•

Club web page & Social medias;

•

STAID web page & Social medias;

•

EMCA web page & Social medias;

•

STAID Leaflets;

Communication
plan

•

STAID gadgets;

•Final conference

•

Pressconferences;

•

Workshops & Seminars

•

Etc.

Clubs web
pages

Press releases

Leaflets

EMCA channels

Logo

Erasmus+
emblem

WHERE TO ORGANIZE
THE STAID TRAINING EVENT?
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STAID sports facilities are formal and non-formal areas of sports stadiums, schools' gymnasiums, swimming pools, sport halls, public locations (gardens and
parks), and other similar places where the children to engage in physical exercise, participate in athletic competition, or witness sporting events.

Schools‘
facilities
(gymnasiums /
yards)

Public locations
(parks & gardens)

Open type
(Stadiums /
Running track
etc.)

Closed type
(Sport halls /
Swimming
pools etc.)

WHEN TO ORGANIZE
THE STAID TRAINING EVENT?
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STAID sports training events programme – timely distribution of the training events

•

After selecting the locations you need fix STAID training events dates;

•

Respect national and international COVID-19 regulations and
restrictions;

•

Distribute trainings during project life;

•

Prepare timetable with date, location, target group.

STAID project - Timetable
Country
Date / hour

Our advice:
Choose different seasons
for the various events

Location
City / Address

Target group and
numbers

WITH WHOM TO ORGANIZE
THE STAID TRAINING EVENT?

STAID human recourses – the sports, teaching and managing staff and volunteers engaged in the training events.

The human resources engaged in STAID training event:
•

Managers – managing, administrative, permissions
tasks;

•

Trainers – qualified sport specialists, engaged with
practical implementation;

•

Volunteers – club supporters, parents, friends, can
support all tasks’ groups;

•

Teachers – they are engaged with the support and
coordination students participation;

•

Medical service;

•

Photographer etc.

Tips:
You can invite partners sport
organizations to support your
training event
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COVID-19 PROTECTIVE MEASURES

STAID COVID-19 Protective Measures – the clubs need to respect national and international COVID-19 regulations when organize training events

IMPORTANT:

6 simple precautions and new habits definite by World
Health Organization:

Don‘t forget to study
and follow national
COVID-19 protective
measures
(regulations and
resrtrictions)

• Clean your hands often
• Cough or sneeze in your bent elbow - not your hands!
• Avoid touching your eyes, nose and mouth
• Limit social gatherings and time spent in crowded
places
• Avoid close contact with someone who is sick
• Clean and disinfect frequently touched objects and
surfaces
https://www.who.int/
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ORGANIZATION OF TRAINING OF TRAINERS

STAID Training of trainers – training programme for organization of sport events as a tool to combat the aggressive behaviour of adolescents in a school
environment
1 phase: The present Guideline was presented during ZOOM
meeting to the project consortium teams (project coordinators,
trainers, stakeholders etc.)
2 phase: Before each event a briefing meeting / workshop is
organized with the participation of:
• Managers
• Coaches
• Volunteers
Tools for organization: Package of documents:
• Agenda;
• Invitation;
• Organization plan - assignment of specific tasks;
• List of staff;
• List of the required sports inventor;
• STAID banner, flag, matherials;
• etc.
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STAID TRAINING EVENT REPORT

STAID report – includ supporting documents, pictures and videos from the event

After every STAID training event, the club need to be prepare
report, which results will be used for better examination and
evaluation of the activity.
The report contain:
1.

List of coaches and volunteers engaged into the event;

2.

Number of participants and attenders;

3.

Effects of the training – positive / negative;

4.

Pictures & videos;

5.

Supporting documents of the event;

6.

Newsletters, pressrealises etc.

7.

Publications
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STAID TRAINING EVENT REPORT
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